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reckon with a predominance of the intellect, not at tho
expense of his poetic intuition, but at the cost of ftvltug,
To Schiller himself it seemed as though there were a
perpetual conflict between imagination and abstraction, ju,
between intuition and intellect. Thus he writes to Goethe
(3ist August 1794): "This it is which ^avc me, especially
in early years, a certain awkwardness both in speculation
and in the realm of poetry ; as a rule the poet would over-
take me when I would be the philosopher, and the philo-
sophic spirit hold me when I would be the poet. Kveu yet
it happens often enough that imaginative power disturbs
my abstraction, and cold reasoning my poetry," His
extraordinary admiration of Goethe's mind, and his almost
feminine appreciation of his friend's intuition, to which he,
so often gives expression in his Letters, rests upon a pene-
trating perception of this conflict, which must have seemed
redoubled in himself in contrast to the almost completely
synthetic nature of Goethe* This conflict was due to the
psychological circumstance that tho energy of feeling gave
itself in equal measure both to the intellect and the creative
imagination. Schiller seems to have appreciated this fact,
for in the same letter to Goethe he makes the observation
that no sooner has he begun " to know and to use n his
moral forces, which should apportion reasonable limits to
the rival claims of imagination and intellect, than a physical
illness threatens to shatter them. For it is the character-
istic (already frequently alluded to) of an imperfectly
developed function, that it withdraws itself from conscious
disposition and with its own impetus, i.e. with a certain
autonomy, becomes unconsciously implicated with other
functions. Whereby, without any sort of differentiated
choice, it behaves as a purely dynamic factor; it might
well be described as an impetus or reinforcement which
lends the conscious differentiated function the character of
being carried away or coerced, So that, in one case, the

